Intense ion beam neutralization by sufficiently cold, co-moving and co-injected electrons is crucial to Light Ion and important to Heavy Ion Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) drivers for the ballistically focused propagation onto Xv 5 mm radius targets located some 10 m downstream. Methods of generating the beam neutralization electrons with required properties are given in the context of a Light Ion Fusion Experiment (LIFE) designedl accelerator. Recently derived envelope equations2 for neutralized and ballistically focused intense ion beams are applied to the LIFE geometry in which 10 MeV He+ multiple beamlets coalesce and undergo 45:1 radial compression while beam pulses experience a 20:1 axial compression in the propagation range of 10 m. For these representative conditions, the theoretical analysis produces a requirement of the initial electron temperature neutralizing the ions as Teo < 35 eV where also the initial ion temperature Tio is correlated. Both active and auto4-neutralization methods are examined and found to produce initial electron temperatures consistent with the requirement of the envelope equation for both radial and axial adiabatic beam pulse compressions. The stability of neutralized beam propagation is also examined concerning the Pierce type electrostatic instability and for the case of LIFE beams it is found to have insignificant effect. A scaled experimental setup is presented which can serve to perform near term tests on the ballistically focused propagation of neutralized light ion beams.
Neutralized Ballistic Propagation of Intense Ion Beams
The key properties of a 2 MJ Light Ion ICF driver which relies on neutralized and ballistically focused propagation are listed in Table I . The developed source5 and accelerator design1 are presented in these proceedings; features of the neutralizer and ballistic transport are given in the following. Two-dimensional numerical simulations 6 have indicated the necessity of launching electrons which are co-located with the ions, otherwise side-injected electrons heating rapidly attain an initial temperature which is prohibitive to the ballistic focusing of neutralized intense ion beams. A method of producing co-injected electrons with ions is shown in Figure 1 . This neutralizer cell is located immediately adjacent to the output optics of a multiaperture acceleratorl from which 1 A He+ beamlets at 3-10 MeV are emerging for a total of 23 kA current in 400 ns pulses. The ballistically focused beamlets pass through the neutralizer cell in which He+ plasma is prepulsed at a density of n(plasma)/n(beam) X 100 and 
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